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Students Ring For Funds

by Tammy Hlnman
A phone-a-thon sponsored by the
Taylor Student Organization will give
students the opportunity to become
actively involved in raising funds for the
University. The goal for the event has
been set at $60,000.
The phone-a-thon will be held on
April 2-4 and 9-13 from 6-10 p.m. in the
lobby of the administration building.
Students are being asked to work a
minimum of two hours, railing alumni
and friends who have made donations to
the college, asking them to continue
their giving.
The funds raised through the student
phone calls will go toward the annual
fund and T.S.O., sixty and forty percent
respectively. The purpose of the annual
fund is to help make up the difference

between what it costs to run the
University and what it costs in tuition to
attend Taylor. T.S.O. will possibly be
putting the funds toward the new
library, campus beautification, or new
hymnals for the chapel.
"I am hoping this becomes a tradition
— students helping raise money for the
campus of Taylor University. The
objective of the phone-a-thon will
benefit all at Taylor University," said
Dr. Daryl Yost, Vice President for
University Advancement. Taylor Stu
dent Organization is excited about
participating in the phone-a-thon be
cause of the endless opportunities it
opens to meet needs on campus
further develop our leadership pro
gram. We hope to make it a Ml and
spring project," said Ron Johnson,

T.S.O. president.
Students participating in the phone-athon will be rewarded for their efforts.
A pizza party at the Paramount Music
Palace in Indianapolis on April 18 will
be sponsored by the Advancement
Office. Also students will be granted a
free five minute personal telephone call
to the location of their choice.
A sign up sheet will be available in
the Dining Commons during dinner on
March 12-16 for those wanting to
become involved in the phone-a-thon.
An information and practice session will
be held on Thursday, March 29 at 5:30
p.m. in the Dining Commons Confer
ence room. Special arrangement will be
made for those unable to attend the
meeting.

CBS News Correspondent
Speaks Tonight

Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Guernsey respond to student's questions.

phpto by
Mark Hofinga

Guernsey Here
by Kathy Kelly
Marriage, Family, and Singleness
Week, created by Pastor Griffin when
he came to Taylor, began its meetings
Monday morning in chapel and conclu
ded Friday morning. Services were also
held each evening, Monday through
Thursday.
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Guernsey were
well-accepted. They spoke on areas that
Taylor students are particulary interest
ed in, such as dating, sexuality,
singleness, maximum marriage, divorce
and loneliness.
Pastor Griffin stated that he has two
main reasons for this week of emphasis
on relationships and the basic family
unit. One reason is because of the
divorce rate, which is now over 50%;
the people of the church are not
excluded from that figure.
There is such a high failure rate, yet
every marriage doesn't have to fail and
that's what Pastor Griffin wants the
students to understand. People need to
become informed about marriage so
theirs won't fail.
The other reason for this special week
was to put the emphasis in the reality of
marriage. Pastor Griffin stresses that
Taylor is an artificial society where
dating relationships may hold artificial
qualities. Many couples date at Taylor

and later many find it hard to deal with
all of the "real" problems out in the
"real" world.
Pastor Griffin wants people to know
thereality of marriage - the desireable
as well as the indesireable qualities of
marriage.
Dr. Guernsey has written many
publications and has some works in
progress. His books included A Study
Guide to "Dare to Discipline", Thouroughly married, If I'm So Free, How
Come I Feel Boxed In?, A New Design
for Family Ministries, and The Coven
ant Family. Guernsey has had articles
published in both Family Life Today and
The Journal of Christian Healing.
Dr. Guernsey is currently working on
Being Family: Essays on a Social
Theology of the Famil, The Minister's
Family, Toward a Theology of the
Family and Adult Sunday School Series
on the Family Life Cycle.
Pastor Griffin strongly feels the
neccessity of this special week. To
further students' understanding of
these topics, he and his wife hold
retreats for engaged couples in the
spring and fall. The basic family unit
must be maintained and the best way to
start is to just learn about the institution
of marriage.

CBS News correspondent Phil Jone»
is scheduled to speak at Taylor this
evening, March 9, at 8:16 in the Rediger
Chapel/Auditorium.
Jones has covered Capitol Hill since
early 1977 and has reported such major
stories as Congressional debates on the
Panama Canal and SALT II treaties,
Congressional response to the unsuc
cessful attempt to rescue the Americans
held hostage in Iran, debate over
balancing the federal budget and the
draft registration program. He also
reported on the process of selecting
Ronald Reagan's running mate, George
Bush.
Prior to his assignment on Capitol
Hill, Jones had been a CBS News White
House correspondent and covered the
1976 Presidential campaign of GeraldFord, including the then President's
activities at the 1976 Republican Na
tional Convention. He also covered the
early stages of Senator Edward Ken
nedy's Presidential campaign (1979-80).
A native of Fairmount, IN, Jones
joined CBS News as a reporter in April
1969.
Tickets are now available at the
Communication & Theatre Arts box
office. A small section of reserved seats
in the center section will sell for $2.00
with ID the remainder of the auditorium
will be general admission seats which
will be $1.00 with ID. Tickets will also
be available at the door. Further
information may be obtained by railing
extension 289.
A NOTE OF THANKS
Dear Sir,
On Thursday, March 1st, I was
involved in an automobile accident just
south of Taylor University on S.R. 22.
The time was approx. 12:30 a.m. The
road was solid ice; and the wind was
severe. Many Taylor students offered
assistance. They were willing to endure
the cold, walk in snow drifts, ruin their
clothes, and take chances on falling,
apd help total strangers. We did not
obtain any names. One student called
the police for us.
Please place a notice in your school
paper - to convey our sincere thanks to
all these students. We will never forget
their deep concern and interest.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Aldridge

lTimiy iYi<A,an penurim ibsi cuncen ior layior community.

McCall and Jackson Inspire
by Tammy Hinman
Marty McCall, the former lead singer
of Fireworks, made his
perform
ance at Taylor Friday, March 2. The
warm-up singer was student George
Jackson m.
McCall was no stranger to Taylor
performing here previously with his
band Fireworks. Last spring Fireworks
disbanned and McCall began touring as
a solo artist. His career has again taken
a turn, and he will leave the touring
circuit and focus exclusively in writing
and recording. This was the Taylor
audience's last opportunity to see
McCall in concert.
McCall began his career in music in
1967 when he was music director for
"Up With People" in Greenville, South
Carolina. He then sang the lead in
"Oklahoma" and "The Fantastiks." In
1971 he began writing and singing
original music with "The Pied Piper of
Hamlin".
' 'Although those were probably some
of the best productions I've been
involved in, I remember feeling like I
wanted to go beyond sheer entertain
ment. I felt like the Lord was nuking me

to concentrate on communicating with
the audience and leaving them with
something that would have an enduring
impact on their lives. I've found a deep
fulfillment in doing concerts that are
both highly entertaining and at the
same time an honest and personal
sharing of the things I'm learning in
life with Christ. Rock and pop music are
such great media for the gospel because
they can be so full of the energy and
excitment that Christ brings to our
lives," said McCall.
George Jackson is a sophomore Mass
Communication major from Kokomo,
Indiana. He studied at the University of
Arizona, North Florida Junior College,
and the University of Indiana in
Kokomo.
After graduating from high school he
toured as a singer and publicity
coordinator for the International Music
Group "Up With People". He has
toured in 26 states and a number of
foreign countries. He has done back-up
music for Stevie Wonder and Tom
Sullivan, a blind singer. He has also
done promotional work for General

Taylor's tuition, room and board fee
has increased for the 1984-1986 school
year. The Taylor University Board of
Trustees held their regular meeting
during early February, 1984 for the
purpose of studying current projections
of cost of operations for the 1984-86
fiscal year. In spite of the feet that
inflation rates on a nation-wide basis
have slowed to some extent, it will still
be necessary to increase tuition, room
and board and fees for the next year.
The increase will approximate 8.9%
which covers tuition, room, board,
health center and fees.
A comparison of the current year's
figures and those which the Board has
authorized for next year is as follows:
$4815.00
1290.00
985.00
no.oo
1200.00
66JI0
'5.00
$7800.00
61.00
+ $425.00

All educational institutions are highly
labor intensive, therefore, in excess of
60% of Taylor's total budget is accoun
ted for by wages and salaries. In the
past three to four years, salaries for
Taylor personnel have fallen below the
Consumer Price Index. Consequently,
our faculty, staff, and administration
have not been able to stay even with the
cost of inflation. Whereas the faculty
wages have ranked Taylor at about the
mid-level with the consortium colleges,
the average now falls within the lower
third for these schools. In order to
maintain a competitive level of income
for our staff, a modest salary increase is
planned.
In an effort to offset the impact of
higher tuition costs for students the
1984-86 budget has been increased by
$186,000 for student aid.
Other non-controllable costs have
also necessitated a portion of these
increases. As an example, Public Ser
vice Indiana is currently requesting a
14% increase in electric rates.
It should be emphasized that tuition,
fees, room and board as listed do not
provide all of the additional funds

Electric and Johnson & Johnson.
Jackson left singing over six years
ago, searching for more in life and
became a Christian. Gradually he
became involved in music again, by
directing his church choir and singing.
He did his first recording, "Stepping
Out" this past summer, and has already
sold 600 cassettes.
"I'm more than music, that's why I
came back to college. My goal is to cut a
major label in three years and use my
public relations abilities to help my
business," said Jackson.
I am commissioned to do something,
take the message to the people. We
know what Christ did; what are we
doing about it."
''I enjoy the response of students, but
I don't want them to feel I'm holier th«n
thou. I still make mistakes, I am doing
my best for Taylor; not
a noma
for myself."
The March 2 concert was Jackson's
first concert with a major Christian
artist. Jackson said, "Much energy was
generated at the concert and overall it
was a good mellow concert."

Students Face Tuition Increase

—

$7156.00
1984JS
$5240.00
1094.00

+ 109.00

+

oo.OO

+

15.00

+

5.00

+ $644.00 (8.9%)

required for the next year. We are
committed to raising part of the added
funds needed to maintain and improve
the high quality of Taylor's program
through intensified fund-raising efforts.
As in past years, the administration is
making every effort to minimi^ the
increase in costs for various operational
areas.
The Board of Trustees recently
authorized the administration to recieve
bids and negotiate a contract for a new
telephone system for the University.
This contract has been awarded to
Telecom-Plus and will represent the
latest in technology for voice commun
ications. The future potential for adding
data communication is inherent within
this equipment.. This installation wju
not only modernize the present system,
but will include telephones for ««rh
dormitory room. The state-of-the-art
technology will provide automatic selec
tion of lowest rates for toll calls which
should be a significant advantage for
each person utilizing the service.
Be assured that Taylor's committ
ment to high standards of service and
stewardship remains steadfast.

Rings Feature New Design

TAYLOR VIEWS...
Scott IitwRler
Taylor has meant a lot to me. I really
appreciate the Christian atmosphere
here. I believe Taylor has challenged
me academically, but more importantly,
it has challenged me spiritually. I thank
the Lord for being able to attend school

Paul Gammage - sophomore
Taylor University has shown me that
spiritual growth can be integrated in
learning, and I fed that I am strong
enough how to take my faith anywhere
in the world that the Lord leads me.

Jamie Stevens - sophomore
Taylor to me? Well, the first thing that
comes to mind is the 'character build
ing' experience of living in the middle of
no where for nine months out of the year
and building a social life out of D.C.
meals and open houses. But most of all
it's the great people that go here and
the opportunity to share my Christian
life with them that I appreciate.

Laura Foreland - sophomore
Taylor has allowed me to walk far away
from the Lord and is now giving me the
priviledge of coming back to Him in a
mighty and powerful way.

photos by Mark Hofioga

by Tammy Hinman
Taylor students can now graduate
with a unique and lasting memory.
University rings have been specially
designed for Taylor. The new creation is
an all-gold signet ring featuring the
Taylor logo encircled with "Taylor
University" and the founding date of
1946. In the past, Taylor's rings have
resembled high school class rings and
the rings of other colleges.
Members of the executive cabinet,
Ron Johnson, Tammy Hinman, Amy
Bixel, Dave Walker and Janice Walmsley along with Director of Student
Programs Chaz Corzine and President
Gregg Lehman have hoped to create a
ring that students and alumni will be
proud and honored to wear.
Dr. Lehman feels that this unique
symbol will serve as a common bond
among alumni and will increase aware
ness of Taylor. Vice President Daryl
Yost and alumni directors Betty Freese
and Chuck Steven share in Lehman's
enthusiasm for the new ring.
To promote its uniqueness, this ring
is to be worn by those who have
graduated, plan to graduate, or have a
special affiliation with Taylor. For this
reason, the ring may only be ordered by

alumni, seniors, and second-semester
juniors. Faculty, staff, persons with
honorary degrees, and special friends of
the University will have the opportunity
to purchase rings with the President's
authorization. The first 100 rings will be
numbered in series, with Dr.
receiving ring #1.
Additional information about the
rings along with ordering information is
available through the Office of Sfa«fent
Programs upstairs in the Union.

Editorials

A" editorial features reflect only the view of the author and not necessarily"
•the view of other members of the Taylor community. See our editorial
policy below.
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President's Perspective|J
'Let's Learn To Live and Grow Together'
As we move toward the full imple
mentation of our Multicultural Philos
ophy Statement, I am painfully aware
that new tensions are mounting and
negative attitudes are being exhibited
on campus.
Several minority students have
shared unfortunate incidents with me
that occurred on campus in recent
weeks. 1 was shocked and appalled at
the insensitivity exhibited by The Echo
staff in printing the cartoon on February
17 with racial overtones.
Taylor University is not the only
college campus struggling with issues
such as these. Over the past two years
there have been numerous articles in
the Chronicle of Higher Education
indicating that there is an "outpouring
of racial animosity on campuses across
the country - large and small, public
and private."
I realize that a majority of students at
Taylor are sensitive to issues involving
brothers and sisters from other races or
cultures. In addition, I firmly believe
that some of the insensitive or prejudi
cial statements we hear are a result of
students having very little contact with
other races or cultures. If this is where
you are, I challenge you to consider
some answers from students who have
had more cross-cultural contacts or
study opportunities. These statements
were compiled and shared with me by
Dr. Tara Davis, Dean of Instruction.
1. "Through this study of ethnic and
minority issues, I found out that I didn't
have to make room for other cultural
groups at my expense, but rather
learning about the valuable contribu
tions others have made to my life has
enhanced my position."
2. "At first I thought going to Haiti
would make me feel even more guilty
for the white/black thing, but remem
bering that to love others as I loved

myself meant that I had to first accept
and love myself was what finally helped
me to stop feeling guilty and relate to
them."
3. "When I first went over there, I
was afraid that they were going to
change what I had always believed in.
That was kind of scary at first, so I just
talked all the time so I wouldn't have to
listen to anybody. Finally, when I did
listen, I discovered that learning what

At Taylor University, we offer Biblical
teachings that admonish us to treat all
human beings with dignity. Taaioh
1:12-20 is one of the numerous passages
which reminds us to correct any
oppression imposed cm other groups of
people. Acts 17 reminds us that all
nations of human beings have been
created from one, are all His offspring,
and are all to seek God, for He is not tar
from each one of us.
One of the most difficult challenges
facing Christians today is to be able to
examine the signs of the times to see
clearly where the line of division
between the kingdom and the antikingdom is passing, in Deidrich Bonhoeffer's time, the church in Germany
came to this point of division and
confronted Nazism, while many others
were silent and cooperating with it. In
today's Latin America, many Christians
have found the line of division and
confession in the defense of human
rights. Do we need to find this line of
division and confession at Taylor in
defense of human rights, too? Perhaps
now is the time to deal openly and
honestly with this issue.
Just so there is no doubt in anyone's
mind, our Multicultural Philosophy
Statement clearly staes our position:
1. We believe in racial, socioecon
omic, and sexual equity as imbedded in
Biblical teachings and as an integral
part of our Christian commitment.
2. We believe in an environment in
which people can live and work cooper
atively, valuing the multiple cultures
from which they have come.
Let us unite in Christian love to truly
model Christ's teachings. We all must
cooperate in confronting and abolishing
behavior that exemplifies the anti-king
dom rather than the kingdom.
Gregg O. Lehman
President

they believed must make me even more
sure of what I believed."
4. The last example I tiiink makes the
most important point: "I used to rhini,
of the poor, needy people in Japan and
how strange they were. Now that I've
been there, I know that those people are
more like me than they are different
from me and that we are all poor, needy
human beings, needing the same thing
- Jesus Christ."
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GET THE BODY
YOU ALWAYS WANTED
If you're tired of flat, limp, do-nothing hair, do something
about it! Get a perm.
A perm can give you the body you want, and the carefree
maintenance your busy life demands.
Our perm experts recommend The Conditioned Curl'"
from Redken. Its deep conditioning formula builds in beau
tiful body, to give you carefree hair that's touchably soft,
and totally manageable.
Call us soon. And watch your new look take shape.

REDKEN
SALON PRESCRIPTION CENTER

348-5074
FREE CONSULTATIONS THROUGH MARCH

u.

HOW FABULOUS
ARE. PICK-A-DATES I
•

After reading last Friday's editorial
section of The Echo, I could not help
but sense that somehow some students
at Taylor feel as though we (the black
students at Taylor), think we deserve
special treatment just because we are
black. Realizing that some people
actually think this, I could not help
ponder about what caused this miscon
ception.
The first thing that came to mind was
Black History Month, but then I thought
to myself, "What does that have to do
with being treated special?" After all
this is a month set aside nationally, to
recognize black achievers who were
unfortunately left out of the U.S.
History books. It serves to give credit
where credit is due. Black History
Month is national. It is recognized by
Business, Schools and Colleges across
"the country, so why should Taylor be
the exception? Black History Month is
an educational experience, a time to
learn about a part of History that was
left out. So again, why should Taylor, as
institute of learning, not be involved in
something such as this?
In one of last weeks letters to the
editor, someone commented on one of
the Black History Chapel services not

being spiritually fulfilling. My question
to him is, "How spiritual was the
. service we had during the Fall of '83 in
which we were informed of different
types of graduating apparel? Or how
spiritual are our Christmas Chapels
hosted by Santa Claus?"
After I had considered Black History
Month as a probable reason for people
to think that we were receiving special
treatment, I thought about how the
blacks on campus were treated on an
individual basis. I thought of myself nd
the two and a half years I have spent at
Taylor. Looking back on those years I
can say that never once did I seek or ask
for any special treatment or privileges
from anyone at Taylor. Let me add that I
did not receive any either. I have
treated people with respect and I have
expected the same treatment from
others; nothing more, nothing less.
It seems as though some students
here think that we are blowing
whole racism bit out of proportion.
Some have even said that we have a
'chip' on our shoulders. But tell me,
what would you do or how would you
feel if you saw your friends broken
because someone thought they were
being funny when they put on the wall

I was not surprised to see the
controversy generated by the "sling
shot" cartoon of February 17. I was
amazed, however, to see two more
"Mirror" catroons in the February 24,
ECHO.
The heart of the problem, as I see it,
is not the issues covered in the cartoons,
but the method of the cartoons them
selves. As Rob Aldridge, Bob Griffin,
Scott Etchinson, and others amply
demonstrated, the cartoon in question
was open to many interpretations. The
same thing is true of the "dancing"
cartoon of February 24. Does "U" mean
to say Taylor's dancing rule is ridicul
ous, or Taylor's dancing rule is good, or
Taylor should have a rule against
aerobic dancing, or Taylor shouldn't, or
what? Why have an editorial cartoon if
its point is buried?
In any large newspaper, two types of
editorials are used: one is tile "political
cartoon", and the other is the essay. In
the political cartoon format, the point is
obvious and driven home effectively; if
the point is not obvious, the cartoonist
has failed. This involves some risk; the
essay, which obviously uses more
words, is a much safer bet to Get The
Point Across (see James Kilpatrick or
George Will for good examples of
editorial essays). If "U" has something
to say, he or she had better make it

To the Editor;
What was the purpose of the comic?
It was an editorial comment written by
"U". - that is, by us, the Taylor
community. So, let's look at ourselves.
Let's see what we're doing as percieved
by the artist.
It may be a sensitive issue (certainly
it was), but I believe that we are mature
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Dear Editor,
I'm writing because I want to share
my concern for attitudes held by many
of the students and faculty at this
"Christian" University. I hope that
throught this letter I might open the
eyes of those who are unaware of the
many prejudices held toward our Black
population, so that together as true
Christians we might break through
those prejudices and become more like
Christ, as Phil. 2:1-2 says:
If there is any encouragement in
Christ, if there is any consolation of
love, if there is any fellowship of the
Spirit, if any affection and compassion,
ame my joy complete by being of the
same mind, maintaining the same love,
united in spirit, intent on one purpose.
It tears me apart to see people who
claim to be Christians treating other
human beings like low-life just on the
basis of their skin color. I can't
understand why the Blacks in this
Christian university are treated with
more injustice and less sincereity than
those at a secular school.
Many members of Taylor University
believe the Blacks have blown the issue
of discrimination out of proportion. In
fact there seems to be much concern
that this campus shows signs of reverse
discrimination; however, this school
shows a far cry from this idea. The
problem is that not many know of the
real occurences of discrimination i-ain'ng
place on campus. And this is not a case
of Paranoia! I have some very close
Black friends, and they have told me
some of the discriminatory problems
thrown in their faces by the people here
at T.U. They've received hate rm»ii and
disturbing phone calls. Students write
crude graffiti depicting racism in the

obvious in thecartoons; otherwise, "0"
would be better off writing an essay.
Finally, "U" has an obligation as a
Christian to make sure his or her point
is clear. If a Christian songwriter writes
lyrics that obscure the Gospel in a
jungle of symbolism and mumbo-jum
bo, it may be great art, but it is useless
for evangelism. In the same way, if
"U" seess something on campus t.w
requires an "exhortation" (Heb. 10:25
and many other references), it is not
going to edify the Taylor branch of the
Body of Christ if the exhortation is
hidden in a cartoon like the ones
discussed. In fact, it may do quite the
opposite (see page 2 of the February 24,
ECHO), and sow strife among the Body.

outside of their room "KKK meets
here!", or if you heard derogatory jokes
or comments being made about your
race? I am sorry, but there is no way an
incident such as this can be compared to
something as frivolous as shooting
someone with a sling shot. This type pf
thing is no joking matter! Incidents of
this type are the sort of things that
weighs one's shoulders down, but I
guess this weight is what some of you
refer to as a 'chip'! When we start
talking of racial incidents, we are
regarded as wanting 'special' treat
ment! What else are we supposed to do,
close our eyes and pretend that nothing
is going on? I think we would be fools if
we did!
I do not have anything else to say
except that all we did was to present
true facts during Black History Month.
We have a club known as the Black
Cultural Society which offers us support
when we need it: and some condemn us.
We are sometimes hurt by the thing,
that are said and done to us, so we say
something about it, yet still, some
condemn us!
Yours sincerely,
Karen D. Seymour
P. S. 1 John 4:11

enough as Julia Shepherd (editor) said
for "controversial opinions or Quotes."
Let's bring this issue out into the open
and look into "the mirror". We've all
seen this problem taking shape on
campus, and this comic has made
people think about where they're at.
I agree with Pastor Griffin that we all
need to "encourage positive, loving
relationships on campus." But before
that can happen we must first expose
the negative attitudes that already
exist, and then pray that by doing so we
can eliminate them. The comic sure has
made me think. And, as evidenced by
the numerous letters that followed,
others are thinking also.
. Let s get off the issue of whether or
not the comic belonged in the paper and
on to the issue itself. Do we want to be
pampered and have everything "con
troversial" edited out? If we do this, it
** ^ we're Mying there is no problem.
There is a problem, and because
Christ does reign supreme as Rod
Halvorsen has said, let's get our act
together. Let'slook at racism; let's look
at community life standards. Let's look
at our commitment to Christ.
Sincerely,
Marcus Racer

tEfye ^cl]n
dorms, and some express their ideas in
verbal connotations. It hurts me so to
see my friends suffer like this, especial
ly when it's caused by Christians who
are supposed to show the love of Jesus
through their lives.
Many students refer to the Blacks
here at school as having a Big Chip on
their shoulders. The only chip I see
them as having is one from hurt after
hurt built up from the continual ridicule
from members of this university. This
ridicule is found in the before men
tioned attitudes of many people on
campus, in the Cartoon printed in the
Feb. 17th issue of The Echo, and also
the criticisms thrown towards Black
History Month. I think the meaning of
this Month has been lost. It's not to
emphasize the differences of Blacks,
but just to point out a few of them and to
teach us more about their background
so we might better understand the
struggles they've had to conquer and
are still conquering. Hopefully through
this letter understanding we might be
unified in Christ.
Thank you,
Dee Dee Hole
P.S. John 15:12-17
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Play Review of

by Dr. Ken Swan
Recent theatre productions at Taylor
have posed religious and philosophical
questions. Certainly, J.B., directed and
designed by Dr. Oliver Hubbard, is no
exception. Observe the lines at the
beginning of the play, "If God is God,
he is no good. If God is good, he is not
God." These lines and the action of the
play pit the concept of God's power
against that of his love.
At the end of the play, J.B.'s wife,
Sarah, concludes, "Cry for justice and
the stars will stare until your eyes
stare." Hence, one conclusion that the
audience comes away with is that
ultimate justice does not exist. J.B. is
left with his human dignity, his wife's
love, and frustrated desite to know. "I
would know!" J.B. exclaims. But his
wife, who has lost her faith with the loss
of her children, responds: "You wanted
justice and there was none. Only love."
Unfortunately, J.B. remains silent, and
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silence here is crucial.
The implication is that human love is
all there is. Of course, the evangelical
Christian has problems with this con
clusion. The book of Job, is contrast to
J.B., affirms that God, as an all-power
ful being, is a God of both love and
justice. God's love can be reconciled
with the reality of suffering in the
world. Among God's purposes in Job is
His intention to show to the human race
that faith can be sustained in the most
difficult and trying circumstances God
does protect and reward Job. Job is a
Biblical hero because he sustains his
faith in God's justice as he honestly
strves for a true understanding of God.
(Job's comforters have pat but inadequ
ate notions of God.) Nevertheless, God
makes clear to Job that human intellect
cannot fully understand the ways of
God.
Archiblad Mac Leish's play is fun
damentally flawed simply because a

humanistic ending does not fit well a
Biblical story. However, as the Taylor
campus discovered, this flaw daoes not
Keep J.B. from being a powerful play.
Some of the best acting on this campus
was evidenced in this dramatic produc
tion. There were many poignant, wellportrayed scenes including therevelation
scenes of soldier David's death, of
Rebecca's rape and murder, and of the
homeless victims encircling the sorrow
of J.B.
To be commended are George Jack
son m for his intriguing portrayal of the
diabolic Mr. Nichols; Doug Oliver for
his ability to sustain the power of the
tragic circumstances of J.B.; Sarah
Adams for her portrayal of a changing,
developing character; Susan Glassbum
for her interesting facial exresssions,
and Scott Etchison and Darcy Powley
for their diversity in playing a variety of
roles. Minor parts were also well
played, and the children did beautifully.

Much could be said about the
technical successof the production. The
Satan and God masks contributed much
to the interest of the play. The circus
setting with posters of freaks supported
the notion that life is a farce but also
supported the tendency of the younger
members of the audience to laugh at
calamity.
The make-up, the properties, the
costumes, and the lighting were all well
done. In fact, to orchestrate the efforts
of so many cast members and crew
members was itself a remarkable en
deavor.
The production of J.B. at Taylor was a
definite, dramatic high point. Good
variety, good pace, good contrast,
powerful acting! Mac Leish's play J.B.
forces the viewer to examine his own
position on the age-old question of
human suffering.
However, Mac
Leish's philosophy is as pat and
inadequate as that of J.B.'s comforters.

Album Review: Singer-Sower

Chris Loomis's art show is now on display.

Loomis Art On Display
by Julia Shepherd
"Hydrant" and "Chair Warming in
the Sim" are a few of the outstanding
oil paintings by Chris Loomis, Senior,
on display in the Chronicle Tribune Art
Gallery until March 15.
Loomis's art show is entitled "Ele
mental Void" and includes watercolors,
oil paintings, different mediums of
print, photographs, and a large display
of commercial
design art work.
Loomis's exhibit displays unique ability
to show design in existing objects.
"Cascading Lavender'', an oil painting,
is' an excellent example with its exten
sive use of different tones. Loomis said,
"I like using design, but I don't like
design without a realistic approach."
His commercial design art work,
which includes logos and illustrations
show originality and creativity. All of he
commercial design work achieves the
goal of communicating with art and not
words, and it shows a great deal of
artistic control and a strong use of
design.
Loomis attributes much of his desire
to use his artistic abilities to his
childhood. He was given toys such as
clay, coloring books and crayons, and
wood by his parents that required the
use of his creative abilities. Art was
something Loomis always found inter
esting.
Loomis started art classes the sum
mer after his eight grade year. Pre
viously he had done •ufewl sketches,
but he found new interest in creating
different compositions with color.
Loomis attended Buena High School
in Ventura, California, where he receiv
ed the Senior Art Pin, which is

awareded to the person who displays
the best artistic ability, and the Art/Sci
ence Shcolarship. He received several
awards in art shows far water colors,oil
paintings and mixed media
Loomis chose Taylor because it was a
Christian University that offered com
mercial art and design. "I had never
been off of the West coast, and I wanted
to find a school somewhere else. I
looked athrough Christian college ma
terial and found that Taylor had a more
appealing program because of its
diverse classes. Taylor offers both
commercial design and photography,1'
Loomis said.
Loomis has done an extensive amount
of art work during his college career. He
designed logos for both the university
yearbook and newspaper. He also
designed a logo for Ivanhoes and
designed the 1983-1984 Taylor Student
Life Handbook. Loomis has worked as a
yearbook photographer and as a layout
designer for the newspaper. Presently
Loomis is SAC, Student Activities
Council, Publicity Coordinator and the
Production Photographer for
the
Theatre Department.
After graduating Loomis will be
working at Howards Visuals, an indi
vidual advertising firm in California. He
will work as a graphic artist and have
the opportunity to experience with other
media. Howards Visuals produces TV
and Radio spots and animated training
films.
After gaining experience Loomis
hopes to work with a large advertising
firm in Los Angeles and eventually open
his own gallery.

HOMESTEAD
RESTAURANT
Besides great PIZZA, we offer
yoa Sandwiches, Dinners, and
Italian and Mexican Dishes
TRY US!
1221 Mill WALMIT

Free Drinks For Taylor Students
lutmicm

REDKEN
Products

Perms—$25 to $40
Norma's Touch of Class
10255 E. 500 S. (2 1/2 mile* NE of Taylor)
Upland, Indiana
Phone 998-2162

by Jon Campbell
Anyone who has much knowledge of
Christian Contemporary music would
recognize the names of Michael
Omartian and Kerry Livgren. What is
surprising about these names is that
they both appear on 2nd Chapter of Acts
newest album, Singer-Sower. It is
apparent that the friendship between
the Omartians and 2nd Chapter contin
ues as evidenced by the arrangement on
four songs by Omartians. Michael
arranged all of the songs on which he
appears, adding a new, even more
impressive sound dimension to the 2nd
Chapter. Kerry's genius is recognizable
on the remaining five songs on the
album. On Singer-Sower, 2nd Chapter
shows maturity in Christ with the desire
to keep growing. The album offers
practical application songs that are
worthwhile to listen to, not just room
noise.
Side one opens with "Room Noise".
Ezekiel 33:31-32 is read in Chinese to
start the song. Then you are suddenly
taken in by the new rock-n-roll sound of
the group. Jack Kelly provides an
impressive drum solo section on the
electronic Simmons drums. The song
speaks to both CCM in general and the
listener with such lyrics as: "Ildle idol
lyrics floating through the air, invisible
netting, emotional snair. Gospel
music's an alternative, then you never
have to change the way you live."
"Beware my Heart" and "Ocean
Liner'' follow in the classic 2nd Chapter
style. "Beware" reminds us to quiet
our hearts and let God minister to us
and keep pride from starting. "Liner"
is Anne Herrings ministry against soap
operas and the like. It speaks agaihst
the immorality portrayed in and the
addiction to these shows. We can be set
free through decision and prayer.
"Takin the easy way" is the single
released from the album. It offers a
dreamy almost mystical sound quality
which draws the listener into the music,
and gorgeous harmonies there in. The

message offered is that we must do
what the Father commands, even if it is
not the easy way.
Side two contains in its first three
songs, the talent of Michael, Kerry, and
Jack Kelly. These songs, "No one will
have a secret", "Spin your light", and
"Open up my blind eyes", open as
simple catchy tunes which develope
throughout into massive sounding,
complex tuens. No one reminds us of
the soon coming of our Lord and the
insignificance of this world. Spin min
isters that we should become nothing,
but simply let the spirit blow through
us. "Singer-Sower Sow your seed in
me." Eyes asks the question, "Is it
easier to forgive sin or to open my blind
eyes?"
By the time this song rolls around the
listener may begin to have ideas about
getting board with the sound. This idea
is quickly taken away by the tight
accapella section of this song. "I'm
Wastin No More Time" is one of the
finest cuts on an already impressive
album. As amazing as it seems 2nd
Chapter progresses further into har
monies on this song. The affect is
breathtaking.
"Comfort Me" is the last song Keith
Green wrote before his death. The
words are almost hauntingly prophetic
of Keith's death. The song is actually
written about how Jesus was obedient
to death and how the Lord lifted him up
in obedience. Matthew's solo sounds
like Keith. The intense beauty of the
song makes one feel like crying.
This album is great but don't believe
me. Be honest and listen for yourself. If
you are honest with yourself you cannot
deny either the Holy Spirit's annointing
or the incredible talent and production
of these songs. You will grow spiritually
as well as be blessed and entertained that is of course only if you allow
yourself the freedom. This album is the
best 2nd Chapter has made and is
Distinctly - Second Chapter of Acts.

Free Singer-Sower
Album Give Away
On the week of March fifth through
the eleventh WTUC will be giving away
four Second Chapter of Acts newest
album, Singer-Sower. The albums will
be given away on the air by the DJ's on
the air that particular night. The rules
are simple.
listen to WTUC each night and when
the DJ announces the album give away
call in and give him the name of the
song playing on the air and the name of
the album
to
be given away
Singer-Sower. The album has been
reviewed in this weeks Echo and is
hailed as the finest album Second
Chapter has produced. You can't win if
you don't listen to WTUC, anywhere
from 610 to 650 on your AM dial.
Keep listening to WTUC for more
giveaways and remember • "The music
matters on 'TUC"1
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Ann Carter-Cox plays a unique kind of music

Carter-Cox Sings With Individuality
"A song is the most immediate way
to reach an audience," Ann Carter-Cox
says. "It's direct and simple. The
listener doesn't have to wade through
huge orchestration before the feeling of
the song touches him."
Ann Carter-Cox is a singer of songs. .
.songs rooted in the gentle hills of
Appalachia and the mystical past of
England. She accompanies herself on
the lute, mountain dulcimer and the
guitar. Miss Carter-tox will perform a
program of lute songs and traditional
folk ballads at 81:15 p.m. on Saturday,
March 31 in the Hermanson Music
Center Recital Hall.
Miss Carter-Cox received a Bachelor

of Music degree from the Cincinnati
College Conservatory of Music and also
studied at the Aston Magan School for
Baroque Studies in Massachusetts. She
performs extensively throughout the
United States with annual tours of the
South and Mid-West and will be
performed with the Bpch Festival of
Winter Park this season.
The critics of The New York Times
have said: "She delights in song," "a
most persuasive natural musicality."
Miss Carter-Cox' performance at Taylor
is being sponsored by the Concert-Lec
ture Series and no admission will be
charged.

Spanish In the Dominican
by Janell Wohlgemuth
Last summer, after longdeliberation I
decided to invest in an experience that
would benefit me the rest of my life; I
took Intermediate Spanish in the Do
minican.
foreign language in another country is
definitely superior to that in the
classroom. It is a slow process but you
soon learn people are patient and
willing to help you learn. Only a very
select few speak the Engliah language
in the Dominican, so its basically a
matter of survival. But this also makes it
very easy to pick up since you are
surrounded by Spanish literally 24
hours a day. Of course you can expect
some humorous situations along with
some embarrassment too. What better
test for fluency than to try and explain
to a Dominican student that the toilet in
die bathroom is overflowing, and you
can't stop it, or telling your Dominican
teacher that you saw a green cat
yesterday when you actuall meant a
green lizard.
The cultural part of the trip made the
largest impact upon me. During the

weeks we came into contact with many
people. The Dominican people are very
curious about Ammericans and we were
observed closely at all times. They were
very anxious to become friends with us.
They would try to speak English to us
while we practiced our Spanish on
them. We came into contact with all
kinds of people; everyone from wealthy
individuals to foreign exchange stud
ents to little children begging on the
streets for leftover food. The females on
the trip soon learned the aggresivenesa
of die Latin men. There is nothing quite
like waking up at 2:00 in the morning
and hearing a young Dominican man
serenading his girlfriend. Many of the
Customs of the Dominicans we disa
greed with, but we learned to try and
understand their way of life and to try
and fit into their culture the best way we
could without pushing our opinions
upon them.
Hie Dominican people will always
hold a special place for me and the
culture and language learned has
proven to be a beneficial experience in
my personal growth.

Student Spotlight

The Library
In the library one fine evening,
Seated was I, but not at all reading
With my friends I did then joke
With no regard for other folk.

Food for the Hungry Rep Speaks
, "Sure, I'd be willing to give some of
my time to help the needy. . ." "How
about next Wednesday from three to
four o'clock." "Oh, you mean a
commitment.. . .Well uh talk to John
He's really into that stuff."
This can be a typical answer when a
student is asked to respond toa problem
such as World -hunger. Yet Dan
Pederson, 1960 Taylor graduate and
representative of Food for the Hungry,
a third world relief and develop organ
ization, said, "While I was attending
Taylor I became aware of a hurting
world around me. I decided to respanji
to the reed I saw directly and joined
Food for the Hungry to serve the Lord in
East Africa for one and a half years. We
as Christians have been blessed with an
abundance of things that enable us to
help world suffering.
Dan Pederson visited Taylor's cam-
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pus on March 6. He informed students
how to share the love of Jesus Christ in
a wholeistic ministry and shared infor
mation about the immense problem of
world hungry. He gave students an
opportunity to examine some creative
and exciting ways to use their educa
tional skill* to help rebuild the lives of
those broken by hunger and poverty.
Many students were interested in
learning more about the program. Some
wanted to become involved in the
program.
Darrow Miller, director of Hunger
Corp. Program at Food For The
Hungry, hopes to open communication
channels at Taylor by developing rela
tionships with faculty and administra
tion. This wil help keep students
informed of overseas opportunities
available through the Food For the
Hungry organization.

Then a hand on my shoulder gripped,
And a deep, angered voice then ripped,
'Please be quiet, sir, for it seems,
Your noise interrupts my daydreams!'
Austin F. Winkleman

Yesterday's
Etiquette
Dining Hall
1. A gentleman should assist a lady (at
his right) in being seated whenever
practicable, and should replace the
chair when rising from the table.

2. Make an effort to be entertaining,
but do not lean over the table to talk or
bend the head over the plate while
eating.
Campus
3. A lady or a gentleman should
—
appear in public only with hands and
WANTED: Creative, energetic individual to nulla immaculately clean. Nails ahonid
work consistently 2-4 hours per week, placing never be manicured on the street or in
and filing posters on campus. Earn $500 public.
or more each school year. 1-800-243-6679.

PRESENTED IT SAC.
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byScott T. Etchison
Mike Conn is a junior, Computer
Science major, originally from Berlin,,
Ohio, but commutes to Taylor from
Muncie. Mike attended Taylor his
freshman year, then transferred to
Cedarville College, which in in Ohio, his
sophomore year. After two years of
college, he decided upon Computer
Science as his major and wanted to
come back to Taylor for his degree. "I
came back to Taylor for the computer
program because I feel Taylor is the
best place to get the computer exper
ience one needs." Mike added, "I also
feel that Taylor's faculty is an asset to
the computer science graduate."
Along with deciding upon a major, he
decided upon a wife. He married Becky
Yoder who graduated in 1963 as a
Registered Nurse and presently works
at Ball Memorial Hospital in Muncie.
Being married and going to college is
somewhat rough, and •***— he has
experienced both, living in a dorm, such
as 4th Morris, and being married and
commuting, Mike said, "I miss the
social life and the dorm and doing
things with the guys. Sometimes I feel
like an outsider whois uninvolved." But
he looses those feelings when he goes
home and is able to "sleep at night, in
peace and quiet!"
Mike will graduate a semester late,
but after graduating he and his wife
plan to move back to Ohio. He wants to
gain computer experience in a company
and eventually establish is own Com
puter Consultants firm. While prepar
ing himself for the job market, he still
enjoys many different activities. Mike
said, "In my leisure time, I eryoy
woodworking, photography, and hunt
ing, and I enjoy playing tennis, basket
ball, golf, baseball, and soccer."

Sports
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Basketball Team
Very Victorious
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N a t i o n a l Health & Fitness Program
Surrounding areas will be testing
sites for a new National Health and
Fitness program that will benefit the
soon-to-be-constructed National Fitness
Academy in Indianapolis. Indiana's
Republican Senator Richard Lugar will
be leading part of this program.
"Health and fitness is a growing
national concern," Lugar said. "Our
efforts to improve excellence in educa
tion and to expand job opportunities are
dependent on having healthy and fit
Americans. The problem of the federal
deficit is also aggravated by the rapidly
increasing cost of health care."
President Reagan has declared May
as National Physical Fitness and Sports
Month. The testing month will start a
day early in Washington by Project
Perfect Fit on May 5. Lugar and other
government officials will take the test
on the Ellipse, south «f the White
House.
National Fitness Testing Week is
being coordinated by the National
Fitness Foundation, which plans to
build its academy in Indianapolis by
next year. Bob Mathias, the 1948 and
1962 Olympic decathlon winner, is
executive director of the foundation,

by Mark Bowel"!
This past Monday night the Trojan bas
ketball team defeated Grace College 51-^5 to
advance to the final game in the N.A.I.A.
District 21 tournament against Tri-State Col
lege. In winning this 3rd-round contest the
Trojans have advanced further than any Taylo
team in 25 years.
The Trojans led from the start as they
showed great ball handling and scrappy de
fense to eliminate the Lancers from tou
ment play.
Scott Timmons. led all scorers with 21
points. Tom Granitz added 11 and Chris Goe
lein had 10. Goeglein had an out standing
game as he dominated toe boards, pulling down
11 rebounds. Timmons shot a blistering 75$
from the field to pace the Trojans'
av
rage on the night.
"We are really excited about our victo
ry," stated senior captain Timmons. "We hav
really worked hard to get this far and want
to thank the fans for all the support they
have given us. But we have got to beat TriState on Wednesday. Then we can really cele
brate."
The Trojans defeated Oakland City College
*(3-33 a week ago Thursday in their first game
of tournament play. The Trojans earned a bye
in the first round thus getting them in the
second round against the Oaks.
In this game, the Trojans were led in
scoring by Tom Granitz with 13 points and
Ralph Gee with 11.
With these two victories, Coach Patter
son and his men move to 20-9 for the year.
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In a few weeks, the off-campos boosing approval process for next year will be starting. If
yon will be a junior or senior next year and are interested in living off-campos for the 198485 school year, yon mnst attend one of the off-campus informational meetings oin April 3
or 4 at 6:30 p.m. in SL 103. All prospective married students are also required to go
through the off-campus approval process. Application forms are available ONLY at the in
formational meetings, so plan accordingly. Housing lists and other information pertaining
to Ihe approval process will also be given at these meetings Because Taylor believes
strongly that the residence halls play a significant role in the development and growth of
each student, approval to live off campns is granted only to the number of students who
cannot be accommodated in the residence halls. Approval is based on fall —mHm—i
projections, seniority, citizenship, and eligibility. As approval to live off campns is granted
only on a one-year basis, students currently living off campns mast re-apply for next year if
interested in remaining in their present location. Any questions regarding off-campus
housing should be directed to Brth Steiner, ext. 344, at the Center for Student Develop
ment.

. . . a late addition

Wednesday night, the Trojans trounced
upon Tri-State College. Final score was
57-30. Over 200 Taylor students followed the
Trojans to Tri-State and rooted them on to
their outstanding victory.
Upon the team's midnight arrival back
at the campus, a pep rally in Odle Gymnasium
will spread the celebration throughout the
Taylor community.
The Trojans' next step is to travel to
Kansas City, where they will compete in a
32-team National Tournament.

Steve HewHt

and English. Financial aid is available
depending cm need and awarded on a
first-come, first-served basis. In addi
tion, several Outward Bound schools
offer no-interest tuition loan plans. Last
year about a third of all Outward Bound
Chris Goegtta
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Outward Bound Offers Adventure
This year more than 10,000 people about half of them students — will take
part in the unique wilderness adventure
program called OUTWARD BOUND.
Set in remote wilderness areas in 16
states, Outward Bound offers its par
ticipants exciting and challenging ex
periences emphasizing both self-reli
ance both self-reliance and teamwork.
Mo* students will leave Outward
Bound with a new understanding of
themselves after discovering they are
capable of doing things they might
previously have thought impossible.
Outward Bound believes most limits are
self-imposed. No wilderness experience
is necessary, only a willingness to try.
Mountain backpacking, canoeing,
sailing, rafting, skiing and dogsledding
form the core of the Outward Bound
experience, with the activiity depending
on the area and time of year the course
takes place. Each small group of 8 to 12
students has one or more expert
instructors and specialists who help
develop outdoor and interpersonal
skills. Following a training period, an
extended group journey, and a one - to
three • day solo period, the course
culminates with a final expedition.
Planned and excuted by small groups of
three or four students with minimal
instructor supervision, the final expedi
tion is an, exercise in the skills learned
during the course.
Over 160 educational institutions
have granted academic credit for Out
ward Bound courses. Credit is often
arranged by students through their own
schools before they take Outward
Bound courses. Credit has been granted
for a variety of subjects, mrfiiHing
physical education, sociology, botany

Outward Bound courses are offered
year-round and last from 4 to 30 days.

The Fitness Academy will serve as a
national health and fitness clearing
house for fitness and sports information
to teachers, coaches «nH community
organizations around the country.
The goal of National Fitness Testing
Week is to test more than 600,000
American over the age of 18 in more
than 112 cities. Testing sites are being
established in Indianapolis, HammondGary, and possibly Evansville. The
National Fitness Testing Week in
Indiana is May 6-12.
The 36-minute test consists of a series
of push ups, curl ups, and arm hang
test, a step test and a flexibility test to
determine the overall fitness of the
participant. The test will help promote
fitaess awareness, raise funds for the
Fitness Academy, and provide the
academy with bask: statistical informa
tion on the health of the nation.
"Americans can do something about
health costs," Lugar said. "Starting a
fitness program will not only lower a
person's health costs, but also the
nation's. It will also make life more
satisfying."

Semester-length courses for credit are
also available through several Outward
Bound Schools. For information, write
Outward Bound USA, Dept. C, 384
Field Point Road, Greenwich, CT 06830,
or call toll free 800-243-8620 (except in
Connecticut).

TAMPA
for
SPRING BREAK?

Join ipedai fieri LEROY SELMON
(Captain, Tampa Bay Buccaneers)
Thursday, March 22,6:39 p.m.
at the TAYLOR CLUB meeting.
Information: Chack Stevens
AhmnJ Director, x449

OUR PROFESSORS
DON'T TEACH
CLASSES,
THEY TEACH
STUDENTS

Ever felt like you were professors are spir
just a number — one
itually mature and
out of thousands? Well, approach their areas of
you'll never have reason expertise from a Chris
to feel that way at CBN
tian perspective.
University. Because
This concern for the
we're a Christian grad
individual — for your
vision and calling— is
uate institution with an
overriding concern for
what makes graduate
work at CBN University
the personal, spiritual,
distinctively different.
and professional
growth of our students. Because whether you
study Communication,
Our student/faculty
ratio is favorably low, so Education, Business
Administration, Public
individual work with
Policy, or Biblical Studies
professors is common.
— our vision is helping
Our faculty members
you fulfill yours.
are experienced and
Call or write today for
academically distin
more information.
guished in their disci
plines. Further, CBNU
Office of Graduate Admissions, Dept. CN
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23463 (804) 424-7000

For booking
information,
R
contact. B.T.A.
lV/fiT ir/k Ministries, PO
i'llLIW, Box 158542,
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